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The bond and molecular polarizabilities are studied for the gas-phase metal
halides using delta-function potential model of chemical binding on the basis
of quantum mechanical approach. The applicability of the model is demonstrated. The contribution of the polarity corrections for the metal halides
is thoroughly investigated and it has been found that it plays a significant role for fluorides. Our polarizability calculations resolve the discrepancy
about the conformation of the barium dichloride and mercury dichloride and
favour the nonlinear structure. Due to lack of experimental results for most
of halides of transition metals, the decision whether to incorporate polarity
corrections or not remains uncertain at this stage: we must await measurements of more experimental values before we reach any final conclusion. The
ionic bond orders have been used for the first time to investigate polarizabilities of monomers and dimers of alkali halides. The results for dimers reveal
that polarity contribution is essential for the lithium halides dimers and not
for other dimers. The computed results will be asset for the interpretation
of experimental measurements.
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1. Introduction

Theoretical studies of the weak interactions between static external or internal fields of the electrons of an atom or molecule can increase our understanding
of the electronic structure of a system and aid in the interpretation of experimental measnrements. In this regard the delta-function potential model has played an
important role in investigating a number of properties related to molecule [1-5].
Lippincott and Stutman [6] extended this model to compute bond and molecular
polarizabilities for a variety of molecules. The model has been successfully applied
to simple polyatomic molecules having non-polar and polar bonds by Lippincott
et al. [7], Nagarajan [8, 9], Sanyal et al. [10] and Pandey et al. [11, 12]. Beran and
Kevan [13] have used it to calculate molecular polarizabilities of fluorocarbons,
substituted fluorocarbons, ether, esters, ketones and aldehydes as well as a few
halogen substituted alkanes and alkyl benzenes. A systematic study of bond and
molecular polarizabilities for substituted hydrocarbons with ring and chain structures has been underkarten by Puranchandra and Rammurthy [14], Sanyal et al.
[15] and Kumar et al. [16]. Till now a very limited attempt has been made to study
the bond and molecular polarizabilities for alkali halides [17, 18] possessing ionic
bonds and transition metal halides [6].
On account of renaissance in instumental and theoretical techniques such
as spectroscopic methods, electron diffraction, molecular beam deflection, quantum chemical calculations, and combination techniques in past few years more
accurate and reliable data on the geometry of the variety of molecules have been
accumulated in the literature. Recently, Hargittai [19] has compiled the stuctural data of gas-phase metal halides, therefore, in the light of current information
about the equilibrium geometries of halides, it was thought timely and worthwhile
to study the bond and molecular polarizabilities for the gas-phase metal halides
using delta-function potential model of chemical binding on quantum mechanical basis with a view to test the applicability of the model for the halides under
present investigation on the one hand and present results for the interpretation of
experimental measurements, whenever available in the near future, on the other
hand.
2. Polarizability calculations

The general expression in cartesian coordinates for molecular polarizability
is written as:

where

e is the electronic charge, Ψ0 is the ground-state delta-function wave function,
and E represents the energy. Equation 2 poses difficulty in evaluation, in general,
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except for diatomic molecules where fairly accurate wave functions lead to comparable results with experiments [17, 20]. In order to compute the polarizabilities
for general types of molecules, Lippincott and Stutman [6] used the semiempirical
delta-function model of chemical binding [2, 5]. In this model the colombic potentials in Schrödinger equation of molecular system is replaced by the delta-function
potentials. The molecular wave functions are constucted from the linear combinations of atomic delta-function wave function. Using variational procedure [21] first
introduced by Hylleraas [22] and Hasse [23] the xx-component of the polarizability
can be written in the form:

where x 1 refers to the coordinate of any one of the n equivalence classes of electrons, x refers to the average coordinate of any one of these electrons, A is the
delta-function strength or reduced electronegativity of the nu ot us [5] and α 0 is the
radius of the first Bohr orbit of hydrogen atom. Since the model does not allow
any interaction between coordinates, (x1 - x)(x2 —x )=0.Furthe,wiman
delta-function strengths it predicts x = 0, so Eq. (3) takes the form:

or equivalently

Molecular polarizability is contributing to the parallel and perpendicular components of the constituent bond polarizabilities. The bond parallel component is
taken to be the sum of the bonding electron contribution and the contribution
from the valence shell non-bonding electrons in each atom of the bond. The bonding electron contribution is calculated by using a linear combination of atomic
delta-function wave functions representing the nuclei involved in the bond; i.e.
the expectation value of the electron position squared x2 along the bond axis is
calculated and this in turn is used to obtain the bond parallel component of the
polarizability c from the equation:

where

n is the bond order, R is the internuclear distance at the equilibrium position, and
Here ni and Ni(i = 1, 2) are the principal quantum number and number of electrons making contributions to the binding, respectively. In case the bond is of
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heteronuclear type, the bond parallel component of the polarizability must be corrected to account for the charge density introduced by the electronegativity difference of the bonding atoms. Here, the charge density in the bond region should
then be related to the percent covalent character σ believed to exist in the form:

where X1 and X2 are the electronegativities of the atoms 1 and 2, respectively,
on the Pauling,s scale [24]. Taking into account the polarity correction, the bond
parallel component of the polarizability is given by
The contribution of the non-bond-region electron to the parallel component
of the polarizability α is calculated from the fraction of electrons in the valence
shell of the given atom not involved in bonding and its atomic polarizability.
Lewis-Langmuir octet ule [25, 26] modifled by Linnett [27] as a double-quartet of
electrons is followed for such calculations. The general expression for the contribution of the non-bond region electrons to the parallel component of the polarizability
α|| is written as:
n

Here fj is the fraction of the valence electrons in the jth atom not participating
in the bonding and αj is the atomic polarizability of the jth atom. Following an
empirical approach Lippincott and Stutman [6] obtained a general expression for
the evaluation of the perpendicular component of the bond polarizability which is
expressed as:

where N is the number of atoms and nb is the number of bonds in a molecule.
A polarity correction is also applied to the perpendicular bond polarizabilities.
The modifled expression for the sum of perpendicular components of the bond
polarizability is written as:

where ndf = 3N - 2nb, the residual atomic polarizability degrees of freedom. This
is obtained by taking into account the symmetry and geometry of the molecules.
The average molecular polarizability αM without polarity correction can be
expressed as:
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and with polarity correction:

The summation subscript i refers to bonds and j refers to atoms. Equations (14)
and (15) are used in the present study to compute average molecular polarizability.
3. Results and discussion
The required data for the present computation are the bond lengths, electronegativities on the Pauling,s scale [24], delta-function strengths tabulated by
Lippincott and Stutman [6], the values of parameter "c", and the atomic polarizabilities. The bond lengths for most of the halides under present study are taken
from the compilation of Hargittai [19] and from literature [28-39] for other halides.
The Lewis-Langmuir octet ule [25, 26] modifled by Linnett [27] has been followed
in accounting for the non-bond contribution in polarizability calculations. In determining the residual atomic polarizability degrees of freedom for the halides,
the method suggested by Lippincott and Stutman [6] has been considered. The
delta-function strength of an atom in bond of polyatomic halides is calculated
using the empirical relation:
A* 2 = A2 [1 - 0.20/n — 1] ,
given by Lippincott and Dayhoff [5], where A is the delta-function strength of an
atom in the bond of a diatomic halide, n is the principal quantum number of the
atom, and A* is the delta-function strength of an atom in the bond of a polyatomic
halide.
The halides, for which the bond parallel components, the contribution of
non-bond-region electrons, the bond perpendicular components and the average
molecular polarizabilities have been calculated from the delta-function potential
model following quantum mechanical approach, are categorized according to their
residual atomic polarizability degrees of freedom ndf. The results are presented in
Tables Ito V. The available experimental polarizabilities [32, 33] which are determined by measurements of dielectric constant, refractive indices, dipole moments
and molar refraction through the well-known Clausius-Mossotti, Langevin-Debye
and Lorentz-Lorenz equations are included in Tables I to V.
3.1. Group 13 and alkali monohalides

Monohalides of group 13 metals have only single bonds with a double-quartet
of electrons around a respective halogen atom. The alkali monohalides have ionic
bonds, therefore, in order to account for this effect in our calculations, we have
used the ionic bond order [34]. The ionic bond orders [34] were determined from
the data presented by DeWijn [35] for alkali monohalides. The computed polarizabilities are summarized in Table I. No experimental values of molecular
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average molecular polarizability for lithium chloride is in good agreement with the
value reported by Bounds et al. [18] but the agreement is not good in the case of
lithium fluoride (see Table I) with the value reported by Kolker and Karplus [17].
Since the magnitude of average molecular polarizability for lithium fluoride should
not be greater than the corresponding magnitude for lithium chloride, therefore,
the comparison of the two calculated values does not seem justified.
The justification of the use of ionic bond orders in case of alkali monohalides
cannot be presented at this stage on account of non-availability of experimental
results. However, we have tried to present logical (reasonable) evidence in favour
of our approach to utilize ionic bond orders in the computation of polarizabilities
for the dieters of the alkali halides possessing ionic bonds in further discussion.

3.2. Group 2, 14 and 16 dihalides
The polarizabilities for some dihalides of groups 2, 14 and 16 possessing
bent geometries and six residual atomic polarizability degrees of freedom are collected in Table II. The dihalides have only single bonds with a double-quartet of

electrons around the halogen atoms. As seen from the table, the calculated values
of average molecular polarizabilities with polarity corrections for the dichlorides
of barium and lead are in reasonable agreement with the experimental values. The
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variation in shape of alkaline earth (group 2) dihalides are reported in literature
[19]. Nagarajan [9] computed the average molecular polarizability αm = 84.717 x
10 -25 cm 3 for barium dichloride on the basis of linear stucture. As seen from
Table II, we have computed this value αm = 76.005 x 10 -25 cm 3 for it, considering
a bent configuration. A comparison of these values with the experimental value
αm = 79.806 x 10 -25 cm3 for barium dichloride shows that our value is more close
to experimental value than the value reported by Nagarajan [9]. Therefore, it is
concluded on the basis of our polarizability calculation that the barium dichloride
posseses the bent stucture. This is further supported by the ionic model in which
the bent geometry is favoured by large, more polarizable metal ions and small,
more electronegative halide ions [36].
3.3. Group 2, 12 and first row transition metal dihalides and group 15 trihaldes

Table III includes the results of polarizability calculations for some linear dihalides of groups 2, 12 and first row transition metals and pyramidal trihalides of
group 15 elements possessing six residual atomic polarizability degrees of freedom.
The dihalides and trihalides have single bonds with a double-quartet of electrons
around the halogen atoms. A number of features are evident on examination of
results presented in Table HI. From the analysis of the available experimental values through refractometric method [33] and the computed results with the polarity
correction, it is evident that these are in good agreement. In view of the availability
of some new experimental results, we have further computed the polarizabilities
without polarity corrections for mercury dichloride and mercury diiodide which are
included in Table III. It is remarkable to note the new value for mercury dihalide
compares very well with the value calculated without the polarity correction, but
it is not so in the case of mercury diiodide. In order to resolve this discrepancy
we considered the bent geometry of mercury dichloride and mercury diiodide and
again computed the polarizabilities with and without polarity corrections and included the results in Table III. An analysis of these results shows that now the
values are more comparable than the previous values with the experimental data
for mercury dichloride while in the case of mercury diiodide the comparison becomes poor. It is, therefore, concluded that our results favour the bent stucture
to mercury dichloride in contrast to linear stucture to mercury diiodide. The
stuctural problems are also reported in literature. Spectroscopic results [37-40]
have been analysed in terms of the bent stucture for several dihalides of mercury
on the one hand and indication of linearity for mercury dihalides has also been
noticed from molecular beam deflection studies [41] on the other hand. Only one
experimental value exists for zinc dichloride and we found no experimental values
for the dihalides of first row transition metals, therefore, it is not possible to decide
at this stage whether polarity corrections are needed or not in the calculations of
molecular polarizabilities for the dihalides of first row transition metals. We, therefore, have calculated the polarizabilities with and without polarity corrections for
this group of dihalides and the results are included in Table III. Except for the
trifluorides of group 15 elements, where polarity corrections seem essential, we
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have computed the polarizabilities for the remaining trihalides of this group with
and without polarity corrections and results are included in Table III. It is interesting to contrast the polarizabilities calculated with and without polarity corrections.
From the survey of the computed results it has been found that there is an
indication that the values calculated without polarity corrections are relatively
more comparable to the values calculated with polarity corrections. It is tue that
the difference between the values calculated with and without polarity corrections
increases in trihalides of this group keeping the ligand constant with the decrease
of electronegativity of the central atom, but the difference decreases keeping the
central atom constant with the decrease of the electronegativity of the halogen
atom. However, the polarity-corrected values for the trihalides of group 15 elements show poorer agreement with the available experimental values than do the
polarizabilities calculated without polarity corrections. Thus the decision to make
use of the polarity correction or not to calculate molecular polarizabilities is rather
a delicate one which cannot be decided on the ground of chemical arguments alone.
We conclude that for trihalides of group 15 elements except for trifluorides, the
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value calculated without polarity corrections can give comparable results with the
experimental values.
3.4. Group 13 and first row transition metal trihalides and group 14 transition
metal tetrahalides

The results calculated with and without polarity corrections for the halides
possessing seven residual atomic polarizability degrees of freedom are tabulated
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in Table IV. It includes the planar trihalides of group 13 elements as monomers,
planar trifluorides of first row transition metals, tetrahalides of group 14 and transition metals. Trihalides and tetrahalides have single bond with a double-quartet
of electrons around the halogen atoms. A close examination of the results (Table
IV) for the trihalides of group 13 elements shows that though the two sets of calculated values are comparable with the available experimental values in the case
of trihalides of aluminium but the values calculated with polarity corrections are
relatively more close to the experimental values calculated without polarity corrections. In contrast to this the value calculated without polarity corrections for
boron trichloride is more close to the experimental value. It is, therefore, concluded
that in case of trihalides of aluminium the introduction of polarity corrections in
polarizability calculations seems useful. Due to lack of experimental values for
the trifluorides of first row transition metals, the decision whether to incorporate
polarity corrections or not remains uncertain, however our results on fluorides
and the results reported by others [6, 13] are in favour of inclusion of polarity
corrections for calculating polarizability for fluorides by employing delta-function
potential model. A survey of the results for tetrahalides of the group 15 shows
that for tetrafluorides the polarity corrections are necessary to obtain satisfactory agreement with the experimental values. For tetrachlorides in general both
sets of values are in reasonable agreement with the experimental values while the
polarizabilities calculated with no polarity corrections for the tetrabromides and
tetraiodides are in reasonable agreement with the experimental values. Only one
experimental value exists for the polarizability for titanium tetrachloride and we
found no experimental data for other tetrahalides of transition metals. It is seen
from Table IV that the available experimental value for titanium tetrachloride is
in reasonable agreement with the value calculated without polarity corrections. At
present it is not possible to decide about the incorporation of polarity corrections
in the polarizability calculations with the model employed here, however, we must
await the measurements of more experimental values before we reach to any final
conclusion. For tetrafluorides the polarity correction is advised as discussed above.
3.5. Group 15 and 5 pentahalides dimers of group 13 tetrahalides and alkali
halides

Table V includes the results of calculations for the monomeric pentahalides
of groups 15, 5 and 6 elements, dimers group 13, trihalides and alkali halide dimers
possessing eight residual atomic polarizability degrees of freedom.
3.5.1. Monomers
The monomeric pentahalides of the group 15 and group 5 have regular trigonal bibyramidal configuration [19] and pentafluoride of chromium (group 6) has
a lower C2v symmetry than the more symmetric D3h structure due to dynamic
Jahn-Teller effect [42]. On the basis of the structure of pentahalides there is the
double-quartet of electrons around the peripheral halogen atoms while ten electrons surround the central arsenic, antimony, vanadium, niobium and tantalum
atoms. The group 6 transition metals also have pentahalides in the present case
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e.g. chromium pentafluoride where the electronic configuration is d1 and it is degenerate with the one electron occupying e' orbital in a considered D3h symmetry
stucture. Though the pentahalides partly obey Lewis-Langmuir octet rule [25, 26]
and Linnett model [27], the agreement between the experimental and calculated
values (Table V) of the average molecular polarizability is good for antimony pentachloride. Since the experimental and calculated values with polarity corrections
are in good agreement, we have only included the polarizabilities calculated by
incorporating polarity corrections for all pentahalides.
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3.5.2. Dimers
There are two types of dimers structure. One is the dimeric group 13 halides
and iron trichloride and another is the alkali halide dimers. Both types of dimers
have eight residual atomic polarizability degrees of freedom. According to spectroscopic studies [43, 44] the dimers of the group 13 trihalides belong to D2h point
group, this implies a planar four-membered ring. The ground state electronic configuration for the trihalide dimer satisfies the Linnett model [27]. The electron
diffraction studies on iron trichloride and thallous fluoride dimers [45, 46] are in
favour of a planar rhombic stucture and also possess the D2h point group and
four-memebered ring but for the thallous fluoride dimer other stuctural models
are presented in literature [19]. The polarizabilities calculated including polarity
corrections are listed in Table V. Due to non-availability of experimental data
for the first type of dimers, we have compared our results with those reported
by Nagarajan [9] which are included in Table V. It is evident that our values for
the dimers of the trichlorides of aluminium and gallium are in good agreement
with the values reported by Nagarajan [9]. It seems, therefore, important to use
the polarity correction in the calculations of polarizabilities using delta-function
potential model for the type of dimers of group 13 trihalides as in the case of monohalides of this group (Table I), however, to arrive at a definite conclusion about
the configuration of thallous fluoride dimers with the aid of computed data we
must wait till experimental measurements are made. Alkali halides dimers possess
a planar rhombic stucture with D2h symmetry [47-49] containing four-membered
ring similar to the dimers discussed above. The dimers have ionic bond, therefore,
to take into account this effect in our calculation a similar procedure has been
followed as discussed for the monomers. Since the measurements of molecular polarizabilities of the alkali halide dimers using molecular beam deflection technique
[50] are now available in the literature [32], therefore, it is possible at this stage
to examine the justification of the approach followed in computing the polarizabilities for molecules possessing ionic bonds and to take decision of whether to
incorporate polarity corrections or not for the alkali halide dimers. First we computed the polarizabilities for all alkali halides dimers under present study taking
into account the polarity correction. On comparing the computed results with the
experimental results it was found that except for the dimers of lithium halides in
other alkali halide dimers the computed results were too low, therefore, we recalculated the polarizabilities without polarity corrections for the last dimers. The
results are included in Table V. Examination of the results displayed in this table
shows that the calculated values are in good agreement except the lithium bromide
dimer where the error is about 21%. On the basis of reasonable agreement between
computed and experimental values, in general, we conclude that the use of ionic
bond orders for alkali halides and its dimers is justified and the polarity correction
is essential for the lithium halide dimers while for other alkali halide dimers the
calculation without polarity corrections give reasonable results.
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4. Conclusion
To conclude, we will emphasize the following point. After all, the delta-function potential model extended by Lippincott and Stutman for computing molecular
polarizabilities gives reasonable good results for gas-phase metal halides. The polarity corrections are necessary for fluorides but in the case of halides for which
no experimental data exist at present we must await for measurements of experimental values for them to decide whether to include polarity corrections or not
in such calculations. For alkali halides possessing ionic bonds the ionic bond order
can be used successfully to compute molecular polarizabilities under present approach. For transition metal halides there is an indication to exclude the polarity
correction in such calculations, but a firm confirmation requires more experimental
results. The application of this method to complex metal halides is in progress.
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